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Summer Love
Gage Ryan was a notorious heartbreaker, on screen and off. A confirmed bachelor,
this world-famous actor dashed the hopes of millions of adoring fans when he
rejected marriage and commitment: no wedding bells, no baby carriages.He'd
never had cause to consider the alternative, but that all changed the night he met
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rising star, Morgan Kelly. Too bad her first impression of him was less than
favorable.Although their attraction was instant and mutual, Morgan wasn't
interested. Hollywood heartthrobs were trouble. Especially Gage, a man used to
women who would do anything for his attention.Not happening. But Gage knew
how to go after what he wanted, and his desire for Morgan was stronger than
anything he'd ever felt before. Powerful enough to make him reconsider his
previously held beliefs on love and longevity. He just had to convince her of how
serious he was. It was a good thing he was ready for the chase.

Sweetness and Lightning
Winner of Most Popular Romance Category of the 2012 Watty Awards. Annalise
Foster has been Tristan Evans next door neighbor all her life. Their paths in life
never seemed to cross as they are from two totally different worlds. Things start
changing and soon Annalise is thrown into a life filled with excitement and
adventure. Who would've thought the boring girl had bite?

Decadent Dreams
Bestselling author Michelle Lovric explores the alchemy of human passion in this
brilliant anthology of poems and letters by vanished lovers from the ancient
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Mediterranean. In these new translations by Lovric and young scholar Mardas,
2,000-year-old declarations of love, lust, seduction, sensuality, longing, betrayal,
regrets, and undying love are as fresh and relevant as contemporary song lyrics.
90 color illustrations.

Notice Me
After eating breakfast, good friends Meno the space alien and Yamagoo the
jellyfish make time for fun.

Sweet on Texas
Pursuing your best friend's dad is never a good idea, but Cameron Motel is feeling
reckless. His life is about to change, and Luke is older, attractiveand he represents
something Cameron has never had before. Stability.Luke didn't mean to get
involved with his son's best friend, but Cameron needed a strong hand and Luke
was willing to deliver on his promises.This thing between them is supposed to be a
secret, but something as big as love can't stay hidden for long. Then a single
phone call sends Cameron farther away from home than he'd ever planned to go,
and Luke's subconscious keeps him grounded in the past unable to move
on.Cameron is gone, and to get him back Luke needs to do something big,
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something bold, somethingreckless.---Reckless is #1 in the Room for Love series. It
is a 65,000 word romance that explores an unexpected love and survives
unexpected distance. Reckless has EVERYTHING you would expect from a Kate
Hawthorne bookand more.

A Sweetness to the Soul
An exploration of the importance of bees in our world is offered through the
author's lyrical observations to his young sons, often with analogies between the
insects and children, and always beautifully presented with unconditional love for
them both.

Endymion, a Poetic Romance
***He's the king on the court and will go full-court-press to get the girl.*** An
enemies-to-lovers college sports romance.As a college basketball player, I don't
chase girls - they come to me. I'm the star athlete everyone wants a piece of, with
skills on the court and in the sheets. I get what I want, when I want it. I'm
unstoppable.Until I meet Ainsley Locker. She doesn't play games but plays hard to
get, seemingly resistant to my charm. That's okay because I like a good
challenge.And my plan is to go full-court-press to win her over and make her
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mine.As long as I don't foul out in the process.

The Thing About Bees
Emily wished she was invisible. But after moving to a new town with her dad, a
charming boy makes it impossible for her to disappear. Despite her feelings of
unworthiness, Emily soon finds herself drawn to the safety of Jake's world. Good
looking and the star of the hockey team, Jake has a lot going for him. What most
people don't see is the difficult life he has at home. When quiet Emily steals his
heart, Jake vows to help her discover she is worthy of love. Just when the two of
them realize the sweetness of their relationship, they are put to the test. Only
together can they overcome their haunted pasts to fight for a future together

You Before Me
A Foreward Reviews Indie Fab 2014 Finalist for Book of the Year A. L. A. Sophie
Brody Award 2014 nominee Early in The Sweetness, an inquisitive young girl asks
her grandmother why she is carrying nothing but a jug of sliced lemons and water
when they are forced by the Germans to evacuate their ghetto. "Something sour to
remind me of the sweetness," she tells her, setting the theme for what they must
remember to survive. Set during World War II, the novel is the parallel tale of two
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Jewish girls, cousins, living on separate continents, whose strikingly different lives
ultimately converge. Brooklyn-born Mira Kane is the eighteen-year-old daughter of
a well-to-do manufacturer of women’s knitwear in New York. Her cousin, eight-yearold Rosha Kaninsky, is the lone survivor of a family in Vilna exterminated by the
invading Nazis. But unbeknownst to her American relatives, Rosha did not perish.
Desperate to save his only child during a round-up of their ghetto, her father
thrusts her into the arms of a Polish Catholic candle maker, who then hides her in a
root cellar─putting her own family at risk. The headstrong and talented Mira, who
dreams of escaping Brooklyn for a career as a fashion designer, finds her ambitions
abruptly thwarted when, traumatized at the fate of his European relatives, her
father becomes intent on safeguarding his loved ones from threats of a brutal
world, and all the family must challenge his unuttered but injurious survivor guilt.
Though the American Kanes endure the experience of the Jews who got out, they
reveal how even in the safety of our lives, we are profoundly affected by the dire
circumstances of others.

A Concordance to Shakespeare's Poems
His Sweetness
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BRAND NEW FLAVORS First grade is a time for new adventures for Tsumugi—from
cutting her hair, to meeting a new relative for the first time, and even trying her
hand at cooking all by herself! Tsumugi seems eager to try new things on her own,
but Kôhei can't help but feel anxious, wondering if Tsumugi is growing up too fast.
And when Tsumugi asks her father if he is ever going to get remarried, how will he
respond? Does this mean Tsumugi is ready to move on from her mother—and if so,
what about Kôhei?

Sweetness
Reckless
Based on historical characters and events, A Sweetness to the Soul recounts the
captivating story of young, spirited Oregon pioneer Jane Herbert who at the age of
twelve faces a tragedy that begins a life-long search for forgiveness and love. In
the years that follow, young Jane finds herself involved in an unusual and touching
romance with a dreamer sixteen years her senior, struggles to make peace with an
emotionally distant mother, and fights to build a family of her own. Filled with
heart-warming insight and glimpses of real-life pain, A Sweetness to the Soul
paints a brilliant picture of love that conquers all obstacles and offers a powerful
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testimony to the miracle of God's healing power. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Sweet Thing
“A brainy, beautiful braid of stories about three generations of a Muslim family.
This book…will go a long way toward deconstructing stereotypes about American
Muslims, and that, on top of its value as a work of fiction, makes it a treasure.” —
Minneapolis Star Tribune A brilliant bestselling debut novel from author Nafisa Haji,
The Writing on My Forehead describes one woman’s struggle with the IndoPakistani traditions of her family and her own independence. The San Francisco
Chronicle calls Nafisa Haji a “talented new writer of sense and a distinct
sensibility,” and Khaled Hosseini, beloved author of The Kite Runner and A
Thousand Splendid Suns, calls The Writing on My Forehead “a moving meditation…
lyrical and touching.”

The Sweetness of Honey and the Sting of Bees
Shy Kelly lands campus Casanova Walter as a roommate, whose bed might as well
be equipped with a revolving door. Walter thinks everyone should have as much
fun as possibleexcept his roommate is seriously screwing up his worldview. Love is
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a crash course. To make the grade, Walter will have to overcome his fear that love
was never meant to last.

Full Court Press: A College Sports Romance
She walked into my bakery and my dough wasn't the only thing rising Long legs, a
big chest, and perfect, round buns. I'd give anything to roll with her and that
adorable muffin top she's packing. There's just one problem and that's the Irish
mob jerk who thinks he owns her. To hell with that. If she's gonna have a bun in
her oven it's gonna be mine. Muffin Top is action-packed, sinfully steamy, and sure
to satisfy your sweet tooth!

A Concordance to the Poems of Robert of Robert Herrick
SWEET THING is a full-length standalone older-man-very-young-woman sexy
romance filled with forbidden lust, too many 'first times' to count, inappropriate
touching in public, and an angsty, but perfect, HEA.

Muffin Top
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I Love You Like No Otter
Give hedgehugs and kisses to your little squeakheart with this pun-tastic book! Say
I love you with this funny baby book! There's no better way to say "I love you" than
with a sweet and heartfelt animal pun book! I Love You Like No Otter combines a
warm message of love with beautifully illustrated animals families will love to read
and share together. From Valentine's Day books for kids to funny gifts for dad, I
Love You Like No Otter is purrfect for anyone you love beary much! The best book
gift for: Babies and toddlers ages 0-3. Made just for their little hands! Valentine's
Day Baby showers Birthdays Holiday stocking stuffer Easter basket and more! I
love you like no otter, You truly are the best. My special little squeakheart, A step
above the rest.

Making Me Sane
I AM SO IN LOVE WITH YOU CHARLIE, I CAN'T SEE STRAIGHT.Ex-Commando Deck
Johnston has a busy life. He is the boss of a successful construction company. The
Co-Founder and Sergeant At Arms of the Wounded Souls MC. And he is a single
father to a three-year old Blue-eyed raven-haired princess, who has a liking for
swearing,guns, cammo and pink tutu's.Deck's life is full. and he isn't looking for
anything more.
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Book of the Duchess
A New and Complete Concordance Or Verbal Index to Words,
Phrases, & Passages in the Dramatic Works of Shakespeare
Lacking the money to open a bed and breakfast in her parents' summer house in
Michigan, former magazine editor Kate takes a questionable undercover job from a
brewery owner who wants to find out who has been sabotaging his company, a
situation that is compromised by Kate's distaste for beer and her crush on her
employer. Co-written the best-selling author of the Stephanie Plum series. 1 million
first printing.

Semi-Sweet On You (Hot Cakes Book Four)
Just Ask!
Believing that the Earl of Stratford's father is responsible for her own father's
murder, Miss Liliana Clarement arrives at the Earl's family estate, posing as a
husband hunter, to find the truth, but instead finds love in the arms of the enemy.
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Original.

Sweet Enemy
All Haley Bowman has ever wanted was her One True Love. But now, with her
cousin getting married and Haley back in her small town, the pressure is on. Good
thing she’s got a foolproof Kiss List, full of potential OTLs. Her parents knew they
were soul mates at their first kiss, so surely Haley will know the same. All she
needs to do iswell, kiss each of these guys Enter Max Gallagher: bane of Haley’s
existence, her nemesis since childhood, and, unfortunately, as a local, her way in
with all the guys on the Kiss List. Max wants nothing to do with love and certainly
nothing to do with Haley, but he can clear the way for her to get to know the guys
on the list. Of course, he wants something in return: to be made a partner in
Haley’s family’s business. One kiss for relinquishing her hold-out vote on Max. But
the more time Max and Haley spend together, the clearer it is that there’s a paperthin line between love and hate. Max will have to decide between the job he’s
always dreamed of or the girl of his dreams before his fate is sealed with someone
else’s kiss.

Love Lessons
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Showcase a spectrum of color with striking quilts that breathe new life into the
lucky rainbow. Fourth-generation quilter Rebecca Bryan shares 14 modern quilt
patterns that take their cues from the color wheel. Ranging from moderntraditional to improvisational, Bryan's rainbow quilts look stunning in your favorite
designer fabrics. You'll play with jewel tones, pastels, and even neons, as you
incorporate a modern rainbow into quilting projects. Arrange your fabric in a way
that honors nature's prism, or take liberties as you mix in neutrals, substitute
related colors, or experiment with intensity. It's like quilting with a fresh box of
crayons!

Gage
The Book of the Duchess, also known as The Deth of Blaunche, is the earliest of
Chaucer's major poems, preceded only by his short poem, "An ABC", and possibly
by his translation of The Romaunt of the Rose.

The Sweetness
Marc Polinski is known for having fun, always smiling, and being a third wheel for
his friends, Noah and Meredith. A rare one night stand at a Halloween party and
running into the woman again sets Marc on a path of no return. He can’t walk away
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from her, even if he wanted to, and he absolutely doesn’t want to do that.
Elizabeth Boyd hasn’t dated in a long time and if it wasn’t for her sister-in-law, she
wouldn’t have been pushed toward the seemingly bad idea of Marc Polinski. She’s
not sure she wants to date, but she can’t seem to turn Marc down either. Little by
little, she lets Marc wiggle past all of her defenses. Their relationship is rocky from
the start, and with both of them having demons and secrets, things between them
are a struggle. Will they be able to overcome their pasts, let each other in, and
start building a life together or will they find they were doomed from the start?

Modern Rainbow
He was my boyfriend. My rock. The love of my life. She was my girlfriend. My love.
My everything. He abandoned me. I walked away. I hate him, but I love him. I love
her and have nothing but regret for letting her go. He caused me so much pain; I
just can't trust him. I can't live without her. I will earn back her trust. He's drawing
me in but should I stay? I'll fight for her with everything I have. Is there a chance
we can go from driving each other mad to making each other sane?

Back to Me
This tantalizing tome features a hearty helping of must-eat recipes and must-meet
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dessert devotees, garnished with their facinating stories. Learn about local Texan
bakeries, the youngest pastry chef in the state, and the proper way to organize a
Southern cookie swap. Divided into four tasty Texas regions, this cookbook
features the big flavors of sweet treats like Deep Chocolate Meringue Pie, CitrusKissed Fig Ice Cream, Deep-Fried Coca-Cola, and Sweet Pineapple Tamales. With
more than 60 classic and brand spankin' new recipes for cakes, cookies, puddings,
cobblers, ice cream, pies, and pastries, Sweet on Texas is a sugar-coated tour
through the culinary wonderland of the Lone Star State.

The Kiss List
A slow burn, second-chance rom com! She broke his heart ten years ago. Now he's
back -- and her new boss. And she might still be semi in love with him. This whole
situation is nutty -- including the grandmother who lives with Whitney. And who
loves the idea that she and Cam are back together. And invites him to move in.
Cam seems to be all in. In spite of the fact that they are not back together. He’s
taking every opportunity to show Whitney everything she gave up all those years
ago. Everything. Up close and personal. Having him back is very sweet and Cam
definitely has a way of making her feel warm and gooey even when he's faking
being in love with her. But soon it’s all crumbling around her. Especially her
resolve. She just can't forget that it's very likely someone is going to get burned.
And she's pretty sure it's going to be her.
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These Are the Moments
Cupcakes are vogue, and no one crafts the tasty confections better than Captain
Charlie. The swashbuckling captain delivers his sweet cupcake power to deserving
boys and girls around the world. All while battling sea monsters and pirates out to
steal his cakes and recipes. It's high tide on the Sugary Seas. Move over Santa,
there's a new sheriff in town. His name is Captain Charlie Cupcake. Whether you're
looking for a book for your child, nieces, nephews or grandkids, look no further
than Captain Charlie Cupcake, Sailing for Sweetness. Author can not be held
responsible if kids develop a love for baking and make a few messes in your
kitchen.

Love in a Nutshell
Belinda Drayson-Jones is one of the most talented bakers at Lillian's, her family's
famed Chicago patisserie. It seems as though Belinda has it all together. Yet
perfection has its price and Belinda feels that something is missing. And no one
would ever guess the secret she's keeping. Malik Anthony has worked for Belinda
for years and has been fighting his feeling just as long. One night their simmering
desire suddenly reaches boiling point and Belinda is now coming on to him. What
could be more irresistible than being seduced by the boss's granddaughter?
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Big Fun!
Levi Carr is captain of the Roxboro University Lions hockey team. His rival is James
Wayne University and their captain, Trevor McCarthy. After an incident in high
school and his mother's death, Levi does whatever he can to make McCarthy's life
a little harder. When leaving the rivaling campus one night, Levi meets one person
who can unknowingly help him mess with McCarthy."My one job in this is to mess
with McCarthy's head and all it has done is mess with mine."Presley McCarthy lives
in the shadow of her twin brother, Trevor. After being separated when their parents
divorced, all Presley heard about was Levi Carr being a bully to Trevor. Now in
college, Presley is trying to be her own person, but when she meets Levi Carr, it all
changes. But will the changes be good or bad?"He is nothing like my brother
described. Maybe I've been wrong all along."*This book is intended for mature
audiences.*

Book of the Duke of True Lovers
She's too young for him. He's too good for her. She seduces him away from the
gentleman he tries to be. He leads her to her own hopes and dreams. Ryan
Kavanaugh isn't the kind of girl guys bring home to their moms. She'll have sex on
the first date, she'll drop the f-bomb without a second thought, and she'll answer
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the door in jeans and a bra. Gabe O'Connor is exactly the kind of guy girls want.
He's a police officer and the classic good guy who takes his family's opinions
seriously and strives to be the best person he can be. Two people in two different
places in their lives, both being pulled in directions they don't want to go. Ryan and
Gabe both struggle with what they desire in life and in each other as well as what
their families expect of them. Sometimes, you have to think of yourself first.

Captain Cupcake
After the incident with Claire, Emily encounters more problems. Conrad is back
with explanations and hope. Emily wants to give him a chance to explain himself.
She can't help but wonder why he left. However, Jake isn't confortable with Emily
going out to eat with an old lover. Will things be too much for Emily to handle? Will
Emily do the one thing she knows best and withdraw? Will Emily and Jake's love for
one another keep them from shattering?

Because It's You
The Writing on My Forehead
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Feeling different, especially as a kid, can be tough. But in the same way that
different types of plants and flowers make a garden more beautiful and enjoyable,
different types of people make our world more vibrant and wonderful. In Just Ask,
United States Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor celebrates the different
abilities kids (and people of all ages) have. Using her own experience as a child
who was diagnosed with diabetes, Justice Sotomayor writes about children with all
sorts of challenges--and looks at the special powers those kids have as well. As the
kids work together to build a community garden, asking questions of each other
along the way, this book encourages readers to do the same- When we come
across someone who is different from us but we're not sure why, all we have to do
is Just Ask.

Breakaway
TOBY Spending the entire summer with my father wasn¿t in my plans. I hated him.
I was angry and resentful, and it made me feel out of control. Until I met her. Casey
is carefree. She lives life to the fullest, without regrets, and to a guy like me, she
was hope. We only had the summer, and I knew better than to get wrapped up
with her, but I couldn¿t help it. And now? Now, I don¿t know how to let her go.
CASEY I¿d never been in love. At fifteen, my life was filled with books and family
expectations. Love was not something I had time for. And then, he saved me. Toby
is a boy from California, so you would think he¿d be easygoing, but he isn¿t. He's
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the definition of self-control; everything has to be ¿just so.¿ But when we¿re
together, living each day with reckless abandon, I realize that life is so much more
than fairytales within the pages. I¿m pretty sure he¿s my soulmate. But what good
can possibly come from falling so hard when you¿re this young? How can this ever
work? A promise. That¿s all we have to hold on to. One. Simple. Promise.

I'm Yours
You can't go back. You can't go back. You can't go back. Ten years ago, Wendy
Lake fell in love with Simon Guidry, who grew up and went away. Now, not much
has changed. She's back at home, back from college, almost back to normal. Until
Wendy's best friend gets engaged, sending Simon ricocheting back into her life,
and leaving Wendy with the questions she's been struggling to ignore. Do people
ever really change? Do two people, who can never make it work, actually make it
right? And most importantly, does she even want to?
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